
This composite performance record is hypothetical and these trading advisors have not traded together in the manner shown in the composite. Hypothetical 
performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. No representation is being made that any multi-advisor managed 
account or pool will or is likely to achieve a composite performance record similar to that shown. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between a 
hypothetical composite record and the actual record subsequently achieved. One of the limitations of a hypothetical composite performance record is that 
decisions relating to the selection of trading advisors and the allocation of assets among those trading advisors were made with the benefit of hindsight based 
upon the historical rates of return of the selected trading advisors. Therefore, composite performance records invariably show positive rates of return. Another 
inherent limitation on these results is that the allocation decisions reflected in the performance record were not made under actual market conditions and 
therefore, cannot completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. Furthermore, 
the composite performance record may be distorted because the allocation of assets changes from 
time to time and these adjustments are not reflected in the composite. F+R has had little or no 
experience allocating assets among particular trading advisors. Because there are (little or) no actual 
allocations to compare to the performance results from the hypothetical allocation, customers should 
be particularly wary of placing undue reliance on these results.
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The Program 

Traders in the Fides Pure Agriculture Program focus on the grains, livestock, and tropicals markets using an active 
discretionary style. They have deep roots in agriculture, decades of experience, and proven track-records. We apply systematic 
portfolio construction techniques to target volatility and control draw-down.


Important details on the construction of this hypothetical portfolio appear in the disclaimer below.

Monthly Returns (%, net of trader fees and expenses, *est)

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

2021 4.25 0.28 0.73 5.08 3.55 -1.41 0.10 0.99 2.57 1.33* -1.91* 16.42*

2020 -1.99 3.38 1.79 0.90 2.46 1.95 -0.97 0.85 0.32 1.42 6.53 5.86 24.58

2019 1.37 1.50 0.73 1.24 1.28 -0.59 0.67 (1.43) 1.74 3.39 0.19 0.78 11.34

2018 4.07 (0.36) 0.15 (3.92) 4.19 2.64 5.39 (0.38) 0.60 3.97 1.01 0.38 18.79

2017 1.90 (0.24) (0.66) (2.19) (0.38) 1.42 3.49 1.50 2.05 (3.82) 2.55 1.54 7.13

2016 (1.27) 0.44 0.03 0.04 (0.88) 2.11 2.16 0.07 (1.15) (1.46) 0.21 1.54 1.76

Risk / Return Stats
CAGR 13.2%
Annualized Avg. Return 12.8%
Annualized volatility 8.50%
Skewness 0.54
Sharpe 1.51
Annualized downside deviation -3.79%
Sortino 3.39
Worst drawdown -8.2%
Longest drawdown 26
Return / Worst Drawdown 1.61
Value at Risk -3.16%
Correlation to S&P 500 TR 0.14
Winning months 71.6%
Avg. win month 2.12%
Avg. loss month -1.56%

Hypothetical Performance (monthly)

Tom Ducrot


tom@fidesratio.com


+1 914 314 8758

Longest drawdown: 
26 mo.s / -7.2%

Fides Pure Ag Program

S&P 500 Total Return

13.9%

Deepest drawdown: 
6 mo.s / -8.2%



Please read the NFA specified hypothetical composite performance disclaimer at the bottom the preceding page.


The hypothetical was based on the following: The traders were selected from a universe of 83 agricultural commodity trading programs that existed between 
April 2002 and the current month. The simulation was rolled forward month by month. Programs were added or dropped based on certain proprietary 
performance criteria based only on performance data available prior to the date of addition or deletion. There were between 2 and 12 programs in the portfolio 
at any one time. A target capital allocation to each program was calculated each month based on its historical volatility and an estimate of portfolio volatility 
calculated using only data available prior to the date of the allocation. Actual changes to allocations were made infrequently only when significant deviation 
from target existed. The pool was seeded with a hypothetical $10m with net profits reinvested. The 
historical trading performance of each program, net of all transaction costs, management and 
performance fees, was incorporated into the composite. No additional fees or expenses were 
deducted.The hypothetical performance starts April 2004, when the required minimum 4 programs 
qualified to begin the portfolio. Programs that ceased reporting while in the portfolio were closed out 
with a -3 standard deviation return. Programs currently in the portfolio but have not reported yet use 
an estimated return.

Management Team 

Tom Ducrot: 20 years in finance and managed futures 
including Morgan Stanley, NewEdge and Cedar Partners. MS 
Finance ESCP School of Management, Paris. BS 
Management, Dauphine University, France.


Ian Rayner: 15 years in managed futures operations, trading 
system design, and portfolio construction including The 
Bornhoft Group. MBA Wharton School, MA Chemical 
Engineering, Cambridge University, UK.

Hypothetical Performance (monthly)

Fides + Ratio 

At Fides + Ratio AM we believe that distinctive returns can 
only be found where no-one else is looking. For over 15 years, 
we’ve been analyzing hedge funds in the search for unique 
returns. Over and again we have found that niche traders 
deliver returns completely unrelated to other asset classes. 


But, these traders are off the beaten track. 


We find them, we vet them, we hire them. 

Tom Ducrot


tom@fidesratio.com


+1 914 314 8758
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